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Abstract 

Due to a high quantity a spectral channels and a huge information quantity, remote 

sensing images are difficult to be classified with high accuracy and less computation time. In this 

paper we proposed a novel and mathematical framework of fuzzy equivalence relation model for 

classifying the land cover information. In this paper we are analyzed different remote sensing 

image based on our proposed algorithm. Our algorithm demonstrates the good efficiency and 

high accuracy.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In image processing, classification is one of the processes for grouping the homogeneous pixels 

into meaningful categories. The classification algorithms are based on the assumption that the 

image to be processed contains one or more features such as spectral regions in the case remote 

sensing images. Each of these features belongs to one of the distinct classes. In this paper, 

classification of satellite images is an essential process to identify different land classes. 

Different land classes have different properties based on which they may be identified and hence 

classified.eg- water, agricultural area, urban area, forest etc.[3] all these classes can be identified 

according to their spectral properties, which vary with the imagery system. This paper is 

organized as follows. In section 2 describes the relational model. In section 3 discussed 
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methodology of the proposed work. Section 4 illustrates the experimental results on different 

remote sensing images. Finally, section5 draws the conclusion of this paper. 

 

II. FUZZY EQUIVALANCE RELATION MODEL 

A set which is satisfies the equivalence relation, is called an equivalence class. If set A is 

an equivalence class, then every element of that set is contained in A due to its reflexivity 

property. Also, each member of A is related to every other member because of its symmetry and 

transitivity properties. Define a set [Xi] = {xj / ( xi , xj) € R} as the equivalent class of xi on a 

universe of datapoints x. this class is a set of all elements related to xi that have the following 

properties[6]. 

 xj € [xi ]   (i-e)  (xi , xi) € R. 

 [xi]  ≠ [xj] 

 Ux € X  = X 

The first property is that of reflexivity, the second property indicates that equivalent classes do 

not overlap, and the third property simply expresses that the union of all equivalent classes 

exhausts the universe. Hence, the equivalence relation R can divide the universe X into mutually 

exclusive equivalent classes, that is 

x/ R = { [X] / x € X} 

Distance can be measured in many ways and one of the methods is Euclidean distance. The 

clustering method uses the dissimilarities or distance between objects when forming the clusters. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

A system is developed for image classification. Image analysis is the extraction of useful 

information from remote sensing images, by applying the preprocessing, fuzzy relation model. 

In this paper, the image classification technique is applied to identify or classify the land cover 

information. The overall system architecture shown in the Figure-1 

A. Preprocessing 

An adaptive noise removal filtering using the wiener filter is applied for noise removal of 

images. The wiener filter can be consider as one of the most fundamental noise reduction 

approaches and widely based for solution for image restoration problems. In our system we use 

3x3 neighborhoods of filtering size.[8] Noise reduction techniques are procedures that are used 

to remove the unwanted signals from an image. Noise reduction techniques are conceptually 

very similar regardless of the signal being processed, however a priori knowledge of the 

characteristics of an expected signal can mean the implementations of these techniques vary 
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greatly depending on the type of signal [8]. All denoising methods depend on a filtering 

parameter „h‟. This parameter measures the degree of filtering applied to the image. For most 

methods, the parameter „h‟ depends on an estimation of the noise variance 
2
.[7] The result of a 

denoising method Dh can be defined as a decomposition of any image „v‟ as given in below 

Equation  w = Dhv + n (Dh, v) where Dhv is smoother than v.  n (Dh, v) is the noise guessed by 

the method 
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                                                   Fig-1 System Architecture  
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B. Fuzzy Equivalence  Relation Model Algorithm 

In this model we are classify the land cover information with the help of proposed framework. 

Fuzzy set theory is the basis in studying membership relationships from the fuzziness of the 

phenomena. In this section, we discuss the mathematical definition of proposed work. The steps 

are given below: 

Step-1 read the datasets 

Step-2 compute the distance measure, here we are compute Euclidean Distance matrix R of 

order m.       rij = d( xi , xj) 

                    =     𝑝1 − 𝑞1 2 +  𝑝2 − 𝑞2 2 + ⋯ (𝑝𝑛 − 𝑞𝑛)2 

Step-3 constructs the Euclidean Distance matrix R of order m. R = [rij] 

Step-4 define fuzzy equivalence relation as follows, 

 rij  >  0 

 Reflexive rij = 0 if i=j; 

 Symmetric rij = rji 

 Transitivity rik < max ( rij , rjk) 

             If the conditions are satisfied, then go to step-8 or else goto step-5. 

Step-5 define transitive closure on R, R
‟
 = R o R 

Step-6 R
‟
 ≠ R, R = R

‟
 and goto step-5 

Step-7 if R
‟
 = R, then stop and R is a fuzzy equivalence Relation. 

Step-8 computing the level set of R   A= {α / rij = α , where rij € R} 

Step-9 for α € A the α cut of R is a matrix αR and can be computed as follows: 

Arij =  
1 𝑖𝑓 rij >  α 
0 𝑖𝑓 rij ≤  α

  

            Where arij € R and rij € R 

Step-10 the fuzzy classification index value Fc is calculated based on different number of 

partition groups in the distinct partition cutsets. 

Step-11 the maximum value of Fc will correspond to the optimal cluster. 

A fuzzy equivalence relation is used for classification of remotely sensed data. In order to 

analyze large amount of remote sensing data, the time and memory requirements are to be 
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managed. Hence fuzzy α – cut technique is used for data reduction to minimize the memory 

requirements and saving the computation time. This data reduction scheme interprets the reduced 

dataset as symbolic objects. The algorithm has two stages. In the first stage, multispectral data is 

converted into quantitative symbolic objects using fuzzy α cut technique. The second stage 

involves of classification symbolic objects using fuzzy equivalence relation is computed using 

transitive closure for the distance computed between symbolic objects.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The dataset is a portion of a Landsat-7 ETM + multispectral image (bands 1, 2,3,4,5 and 7) 

acquired over the west of Haerbin, Heilongjiang, china, on august 11, 2001. In this image is 

classified into the following five clusters: paddy field, forest, grass land, dry salt flats and dry 

land. In this classification process green areas represent vegetation; dark green areas represent 

dry land. Slightly darker green areas on the image usually represent forest land. Bright green 

Areas represent grass land, and deep darker green areas represent paddy field. In our proposed 

algorithm take 72 min for their exection time and overall accuracy of this process is 86.54%  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-2 Landsat-7 ETM + dataset 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-3 Classify Image 
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V. CONCLUSION 

In this work a fast and efficient remote sensing classification system based on land cover 

information was proposed to classify the images. The Fuzzy Equivalence Relation Model is an 

innovative method. In this work illustrate it could be concluded that the system performance for 

land cover classification. 
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